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Privacy

Personally identifiable information (PII)

Information that can be used on its own or with other information to
identify, contact, or locate a single person

Ex.: Full name, phone number, e-mail address, home address ...
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Wi-Fi networking

IEEE 802.11 standard

Specifications for MAC and Physical layers

Information transmitted by frames

Data: upper layer datagrams
Management: beacon, probe request/response, ...
Control: acknowledgement, ready to send, ...
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802.11 frame

Address fields contain MAC addresses (src., dest., ...)

MAC address: a unique identifier allocated to a network interface
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Wi-Fi service discovery I

Discover surrounding APs and Networks

Passive mode: Wi-Fi Beacons
Active mode: Probe requests and Probe Responses
Probe requests contain an SSID field to specify the searched network

Active is less costly in energy

Preferred mode for mobile devices

Passive Active
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Active service discovery

Probing Frequency: several times per minutes

Information available in cleartext (headers are not encrypted)

Broadcast dest. Addr. = FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF
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Wi-Fi Fingerprint

Wi-Fi Fingerprint = List of SSIDs broadcast by a device
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Monitoring probe requests (Demo.)

Wi-Fi interface supporting monitoring mode

Traffic capture and analysis tools

1
1https://github.com/cunchem/gtk-wifiscanner
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Personal information from SSIDs

SSIDs: name of the previously connected networks

Stored in the Configured Network List (CNL)
Observed up to 80 configured networks !

SSIDs: personal data

Travel history GPS coordinates Social links
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Personal information found in SSIDs

Company/University/Organization→ INRIA-interne, INSA-INVITE,
GlobalCorp Ltd
Attended conferences → WiSec14, PETs, CCS
Visited places → Hilton-NY WiFi, Aloha Hotel WiFi, Brasserie de l’Est,
Sydney-airport-WiFi
Individual’s identity→ Marc Dupont’s iPhone, Bob Fhisher’s Network
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Precise geolocation information

From SSIDs to precise geolocation

WiGLE database (SSID, BSSID, GPS coord., ...)
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Inferring social links I

Hypothesis: similarity between Wi-Fi fingerprint can betray social
links

People tends to share their Wi-Fi network with people who are close

The experiment: ”I know who you will meet this evening”2

A wild dataset: fingerprints of 8000+ devices

A control dataset: fingerprint with 30 existing social links

2Mathieu Cunche, Mohamed-Ali Kaafar, and Roksana Boreli. “Linking wireless devices using
information contained in Wi-Fi probe requests”. In: Pervasive and Mobile Computing (2013),
pp. –.
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Inferring social links I

Quantifying the similarity between fingerprints
Metric considering size and rarity of the intersection

Cosine-IDF and Jaccard index

Cosine-idf(X ,Y ) =

∑
x∈X∩Y

idfx
2

√∑
x∈X

idfx
2
√∑

y∈Y

idfy
2

J(X ,Y ) =
|X ∩ Y |
|X ∪ Y |

where idfx : inverse document frequency of x

Adamic, modified Adamic

Adamic(X ,Y ) =
∑

x∈X∩Y

1

log fx
Psim-q(X ,Y ) =

∑
x∈X∩Y

1

f q
x

where fx : document frequency of x
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Inferring social links I
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Performances: detects 80% of social links with less than 8% of error.
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The end of broadcast SSIDs

NULL Probe Requests

SSID field is left empty
AP must responds to all Broadcast Probe Requests
Adopted by major vendors to reduce privacy risks

Hidden Wi-Fi networks

Hidden: not broadcasting beacons
Probing with SSID is the only way to discover
Device continuously broadcast SSID of the network
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Wi-Fi tracking

Wi-Fi enabled smartphone: portable personal beacon
Broadcast a unique ID (MAC addr.)
Range: several 10s meters

Wi-Fi tracking system3

Set of sensors collect Wi-Fi signal
Detect and track Wi-Fi devices and their owners

3A. B. M. Musa and Jakob Eriksson. “Tracking unmodified smartphones using Wi-Fi
monitors”. In: Proceedings of the 10th ACM Conference on Embedded Network Sensor
Systems. 2012.
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Wi-Fi tracking: applications I

Shops & shopping center monitoring

4

Physical analytics: Frequency and length of visit, number of visitor,
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Wi-Fi tracking: applications II

Profiling & Targeted advertisement

Example: London’s Wi-Fi bins

Detect individuals via Wi-Fi
Targeted advertisement displayed on screen
Based on a user profile: consuming habits, gender, ...

4Source: Euclid Analytics
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Wi-Fi tracking: privacy

Privacy concerns

”People have a fundamental right to privacy, and I think
neglecting to ask consumers for their permission to track them
violates that right” – Senator Al Franken

Response to privacy concerns
User notification & Opt-out mechanisms
MAC addr. ”does not contain personal information”
MAC addr. is ”anonymized” (Hash function)
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Wi-Fi tracking: privacy

The MAC address a 48 bits identifier

Globally unique identifier allocated to Network Interface
Organization Unique Identifier (OUI): 24 left-hand bits

The MAC address is a personal information

Unique ID & Personally identifiable information
Easy to obtain the MAC addr. of an individual
Collected by mobile applications along with other personal information
(phone number, email, name, ...)
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Wi-Fi tracking: privacy I

Hash-based anonymization

Principle: store the hash of the MAC address instead of the raw value

Time Location MAC
12:09 A-4 00:11:11:11:11:11
12:12 B-4 00:11:11:11:11:11
12:13 E-5 00:22:22:22:22:22
12:13 F-4 00:33:33:33:33:33
12:14 B-4 00:11:11:11:11:11

→

Time Location Hash (md5)
12:09 A-4 fb2d5084c0ad1fdf6c29fe2aa323b758
12:12 B-4 fb2d5084c0ad1fdf6c29fe2aa323b758
12:13 E-5 69dc015b56448651561e1a4301ac9b4d
12:13 F-4 07024831442e8b86a06e905fd4d391ce
12:14 B-4 fb2d5084c0ad1fdf6c29fe2aa323b758

Motivation: ”Hashing is an Irreversible operation”

Given x, easy to compute y = H(x)
Given y, hard to find x such as H(x) = y
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Wi-Fi tracking: privacy II

Hashed MAC addr. re-identification5

Test configuration: MD5 + oclhashcatplus + modern GPU (ATI R9
280X)

Exhaustive search method

Size of the space: 248 values
Time: 2.6 days

Improved search

Only 1% of the space has been allocated
Time: 109 seconds
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Wi-Fi tracking: privacy III

Improved search (bis)

Wi-Fi devices accounts for a small fraction of OUI
Time: 7 seconds to re-identify 99% of Wi-Fi MAC addr.
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Figure : Cumulative distribution of OUI prefixes in a real world dataset.
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Wi-Fi tracking: privacy IV

Simple Hashing does not anonymize MAC addr.

Space of origin is too small
Exhaustive search is practical
Alternate methods are required

Loss of information (truncation)
Secret salt

5Levent Demir, Mathieu Cunche, and Cédric Lauradoux. “Analysing the privacy policies of
Wi-Fi trackers”. In: Workshop on Physical Analytics. Bretton Woods, United States: ACM,
June 2014. doi: 10.1145/2611264.2611266. url: https://hal.inria.fr/hal-00983363.
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Wi-Fi tracking: privacy I

How to obtain the MAC addr. of an individual ?

Without a physical access

Beacon replay attack6

Home/work locations uniqueness

6Mathieu Cunche. “I know your MAC Address: Targeted tracking of individual using Wi-Fi”.
In: International Symposium on Research in Grey-Hat Hacking - GreHack. Grenoble, France,
Nov. 2013.
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Wi-Fi tracking: privacy I

Spoofing Wi-Fi Positioning System (WPS)7

Spoof WPS location by creating fake Wi-Fi AP
Targeted toward a single device (not visible to others)
Spoofed geoloc used as sidechannel information for identification on
Geotagged platform (Facebook, Twitter, ...)

7Célestin Matte, Jagdish Achara, and Mathieu Cunche. “Short: Device-to-Identity Linking
Attack Using Targeted Wi-Fi Geolocation Spoofing”. In: Wisec’15. New York, United States,
June 2015.
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Wi-Fi tracking

Surveillance applications

MAC addr. used as a selector in NSA’s PRISM Framework
NSA’s ScrapeBear framework

Hackers’ Proof of Concept8

8Glenn Wilkinson. “Digital Terrestrial Tracking: The Future of Surveillance”. In: Defcon 22
(2014).
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Wi-Fi tracking: Botnet of wireless routers I

Wi-Fi tracking system based on a botnet of wireless routers9

Suitable features: always powered, connected to the Internet, high
quality wireless hardware, ...
Simple software modification can turn a Wireless router into a tracking
node

Proof of Concept with NeufBox V4

Wireless routers insecurity: many vulnerabilities, rarely patched,
botnets of wireless routers
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Wi-Fi tracking: Botnet of wireless routers II

Simulation of a tracking botnet using a real world dataset

Good spatial coverage (especially in urban areas)
High tracking potential

2.718282

7.389056

20.085537

Density (nb / km2)

Figure : Density of Freebox in Paris.
Figure : Trajectory reconstruction
with 2% of infected routers.

9Pierre Rouveyrol, Patrice Raveneau, and Mathieu Cunche. “Large Scale Wi-Fi tracking
using a Botnet of Wireless Routers”. In: Workshop on Surveillance & Technology. Philadelphie,
United States, June 2015. url: https://hal.inria.fr/hal-01151446.
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Countermeasures

Use Random & Pseudo Random Link Layer identifiers

Periodically change MAC address to a random value10

iOS Random MAC address scheme

Use new random MAC for each probing burst
Only works in very specific configuration (no Data, no Geoloc)
Frame sequence number not reseted11

10Marco Gruteser and Dirk Grunwald. “Enhancing location privacy in wireless LAN through
disposable interface identifiers: a quantitative analysis”. In: Mobile Networks and Applications
10.3 (2005), pp. 315–325.

11Julien Freudiger. “Short: How Talkative is your Mobile Device? An Experimental Study of
Wi-Fi Probe Requests”. In: Wisec’15. New York, United States, June 2015.
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Countermeasures

Bluetooth’s Resolvable Private Address12

Requires pairing (shared secret key)
Pseudo-random MAC can be resolved iff secret key is known

Figure : Resolvable Private Address with shared secret IK and hash function ah.

12Bluetooth Specification Version 4.2. Bluetooth SIG. Dec. 2014.
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Countermeasures

Significant modification of the 802.11 protocols13

Encrypt/obfuscate all identifiers in the 802.11 protocol
No backward compatibility
Not before several years (decades ?)

Geofencing

Wi-Fi only activated in trusted places (home, office, ...)
Apps: Wi-Fi Matic14 and AVG Privacy Fix15 (only for Android)

13Janne Lindqvist et al. “Privacy-preserving 802.11 access-point discovery”. In: WiSec ’09.
2009.

14
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.cprados.wificellmanager

15
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.avg.privacyfix
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Mobile applications collecting Wi-Fi data

The ACCESS WIFI STATE Android permission

Permission description displayed to a user

Required to access raw Wi-Fi data

Protection level : ‘Normal’

Group : ‘Network’

Looks innocuous at first glance!
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Mobile applications collecting Wi-Fi data

Permission analysis through crawling :

2700 Apps (100 * 27 categories)
Results: 41% Apps request ACCESS WIFI STATE

Custom tool for static analysis (based on Androguard)

Analyses use of various methods of WifiManager class
3 privacy-sensitive methods:

1 getScanResults(): List of surrounding Wi-Fi APs (Location)
2 getConnectionInfo(): Connected AP Info + Wi-Fi MAC (Tracking)
3 getConfiguredNetworks(): SSIDs of previously connected APs (Travel

history)
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Mobile applications collecting Wi-Fi data
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Mobile applications collecting Wi-Fi data

Third-party libraries accessing Wi-Fi data
Table 3: Top 5 third-parties in each category and their corresponding number of applications.

ConnectionInfo ScanResults ConfiguredNetworks
Third-party # Apps Third-party # Apps Third-party # Apps

inmobi.com 74 inmobi.com 9 google.com 10
chartboost.com 55 domob.cn 9 mobiletag.com 4

tapjoy.com 49 mologiq.com 6 lechucksoftware.com 2
vungle.com 47 tencent.com 5 android.com 2
jirbo.com 43 skyhookwireless.com 4 Unibail.com 1

Figure 2: Distribution based on the party accessing
privacy-sensitive methods, in 762 applications.

to the application. For example, an application developer or
a third-party can use the code from skyhookwireless.com

to retrieve device geolocation without needing explicit ded-
icated geolocation permissions. It is worth mentioning that
skyhookwireless.com retrieves the list of surrounding Wi-
Fi APs in 4 applications (Table 3). In any case deriving
device geolocation without any explicit user permission is
not legitimate and should be prevented by Android.

Table 3 presents the top 5 third-parties in each category
and the number of applications in which they are present.
Looking at the web pages of these third-parties, one may
understand the purpose of these third-parties in various ap-
plications. It seems like most of them (inmobi.com, jirbo.
com, vungle.com, chartboost.com) belong to A&A busi-
ness, whereas others are di↵erent kinds of service providers,
e.g., skyhookwireless.com. Here it is worth noting that
skyhookwireless.com provides geolocation service among
other kinds of services. With this service, an application can
get the location of the phone with the use of ACCESS_WIFI-
_STATE and INTERNET permissions and without explicitly
requesting a geolocation related permission.

4.2 Dynamic analysis
In Section 3 we speculated that applications can infer PII

using the methods made available with the ACCESS_WIFI-

_STATE permission. We now analyze their network com-
munications to check if these applications (or third-party
libraries they embed) actually send private information to
remote servers. We performed this dynamic analysis on 88
applications that access, at least, two privacy sensitive meth-
ods. For this purpose, we modified the Android OS to log in-

7The Wi-Fi MAC address is hashed (SHA-1) before being
sent over the network in clear-text.

teresting method calls in a local SQLite database. We mod-
ified several methods in WifiManager and WifiInfo classes
along with network (both in clear and with SSL) and data
modification (encryption and hash) related methods. The
rest of the OS remains unmodified. This SQLite database is
later analyzed to know if a particular application is accessing
some information and leaks it over the network.

Table 4 presents the list of servers to which PII obtained
with the ACCESS_WIFI_STATE permission was sent. A num-
ber of third-parties present inside these applications are col-
lecting the Wi-Fi MAC address and send it to their servers
(sometimes in clear). Accessing Wi-Fi MAC address is re-
ally serious as it is a hardware-tied unique identifier that
remains the same all along the lifespan of the device and
can be used to tie both on-line and physical profile of a user
(see Section 3). Looking at this list of servers in the Table 4
where Wi-Fi MAC address is sent, most of them belong to
A&A companies. This clearly suggests that those actors use
the MAC Address as a unique identifier to track users.

Also, both first (Badoo.com) and third-parties (inmobi.
com) collect the SSID and BSSID of the AP to which the
device is connected. Such a database of users and their Wi-
Fi APs can easily reveal various relationships between users:
a lot of information can be derived on the social relationships
between users based on type of Wi-Fi APs to which users are
connect to. For example, a protected Wi-Fi at home/work
or the time/location at which two users connect to reveal
close connections between them.

We found that Badoo and Foursquare applications send
the list of surrounding Wi-Fi APs (SSIDs, BSSIDs, signal
strength, etc.) to their respective servers. However, both
applications have ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION permission and
can get precise device geolocation from the regular Android
APIs.

We even found some third-parties (e.g., inmobi.com and
fastly.net) sending the list of surrounding Wi-Fi APs to
their servers, and they are present inside various applica-
tions. Focusing on the communication inside various appli-
cations to inmobi.com server, we find that inmobi.com li-
brary works in two modes: if it is included in an application
having ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION, it accesses the fine-grained
geolocation retrieved by the system along with nearby Wi-
Fi APs (possibly to enrich their own database); otherwise,
if the application doesn’t have this permission, it derives
device geolocation by querying their geolocation server with
the list of surrounding Wi-Fi APs. As an example, code from
inmobi.com inside SimSimi (com.ismaker.android.simsimi)
application sends the list of surrounding Wi-Fi APs to its
server to derive device geolocation, because this applica-
tion has neither the ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION nor ACCESS-

_COARSE_LOCATION permissions.
Finally, we didn’t encounter any application sending Wi-

Fi configuration information over the network (which is good

Top 5 third-parties accessing various methods

Location providers: skyhookwireless.com

Ads: inmobi.com, tapjoy.com, jirbo.com, mologiq.com, vungle.com

Game platform: chartboost.com
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Mobile applications collecting Wi-Fi data

ACCESS WIFI STATE permission: A source of various user PII16

41% applications request this permission

Apps from all categories (including Wallpaper or Comics Apps!)

Permission exploitation already started:

Getting user location without dedicated location permissions
Retrieving a unique identifier for tracking purposes

Privacy implications are not well understood by Android users:

Table 4: Servers where Wi-Fi related information is sent by 88 dynamically analyzed applications.

Info Third-parties First-parties
# Apps
a↵ected

MAC Address

appsflyer.com (SSL), revmob.com (SSL), adsmogo.mobi
(plain-text), adsmogo.org (plain-text), vungle.com (plain-text),

supersonicads.com (plain-text), trademob.net (SSL),
sponsorpay.com (SSL), beintoo.com (SSL), adsmogo.com

(plain-text), 115.182.31.2/3/4 (plain-text)7, tapjoyads.com (SSL)

Not found 13

(B)SSID of
connected AP

inmobi.com (SSL), 93.184.219.82 (plain-text) Not found 2

Wi-Fi Scan Info inmobi.com (SSL), fastly.net (SSL)
badoo.com (SSL),

foursquare.com(SSL)
5

for privacy) but this might be the case in near future. Also it
might be possible that our dynamic analysis technique could
not detect PII leakage in case applications employ custom
data modification methods.

5. USER PERCEPTION
Sections 3 and 4 have respectively demonstrated the po-

tential privacy threats and the actual situation today on
Google Play. In this section we study how users perceive
the ACCESS_WIFI_STATE permission. More precisely we con-
ducted an on-line survey involving 156 Android users and
we studied their perception of the privacy risks associated
with this permission. We show that Android permissions
are often misunderstood by users who do not necessarily
understand their privacy implications [7].

5.1 Survey description
Our survey has been performed with Google Docs and

di↵used through social media and multiple mailing-lists. It
was composed of 12 questions divided into 3 parts:

• the first part focuses on demographic information such
as age, gender and professional category;

• the second part is about user attitude towards privacy
and user’s experience in using the Android system;

• the third part evaluates user’s perception of the rela-
tive privacy risks associated with several permissions,
and in particular how users understand the implica-
tions of the ACCESS_WIFI_STATE permission.8

The third part of the survey starts with a series of ques-
tions where the respondent must evaluate the privacy risks
associated with 5 selected Android permissions on a scale of
1 to 10. Along with ACCESS_WIFI_STATE permission, we se-
lected CHANGE_WIFI_STATE and ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE per-
missions in the ‘Network Communications’ group to under-
stand how the user di↵erentiates permissions belonging to
the same group but giving access to di↵erent type of network-
related data. We also selected ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION that
is the permission explicitly required by applications to get
device geolocation. As a device can also be geolocalized indi-
rectly by applications having the ACCESS_WIFI_STATE per-
mission, the ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION permission is selected
in order to compare how users evaluate the privacy risks of
both permissions. Finally, the READ_CONTACTS permission

8The permission were presented using a screenshot of the
permission’s description (as showed to the user by the An-
droid system).

is selected as a reference since the name clearly indicates the
associated privacy risks.

One might argue that the geolocation information ob-
tained using Wi-Fi APs might not be as accurate as the ge-
olocalization obtained through GPS with the ACCESS_FINE-

_LOCATION permission. However Wi-Fi based geolocation
can be as accurate as GPS in urban scenarios [9, 2]. In ad-
dition, contrary to GPS, the Wi-Fi based geolocation can
be used both indoors and when a user turns the GPS o↵ to
save battery.

5.2 Results of the survey
In total, 190 users completed the survey from February

22 to 27, 2014. We discarded responses from 34 users who
never used an Android device. So the results and analysis
presented below are based on the responses of 156 users who
have some experience with Android.

5.63ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE

6.85CHANGE_WIFI_STATE

5.81ACCESS_WIFI_STATE

7.86ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION

9.16READ_CONTACTS

0 2 4 6 8 10

Figure 3: Average privacy risk rating for the con-
sidered permissions on a scale of 10.

The responses to the questions for each permission allowed
us to have a comparative view of the perceived privacy risks.
The average privacy risk ratings on a scale of 10 is presented
in Figure 3. Overall, ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION and READ-

_CONTACTS are rated the highest for privacy risks whereas
ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE and ACCESS_WIFI_STATE are rated
the lowest. In particular, users rate ACCESS_WIFI_STATE as
less risky than ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION. This is typically an
error: not only geolocalization but also many other PII can
be obtained through it (see Section 3). Therefore the privacy
risks of this permission should have been rated higher than
that of ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION.

The results for the question about the fine understanding
of ACCESS_WIFI_STATE permission are presented in table 5.
The correctness of the answers greatly varies across the ques-
tions. Thus we organized them into three groups, based on
the fraction of correct answers they received.

The first group includes questions correctly answered by
the majority of respondents (more than 75% of correct an-
swers). We find questions about the basic functionalities

16Jagdish Prasad Achara et al. “Short paper: WifiLeaks: underestimated privacy implications
of the access wifi state android permission”. In: ACM WiSec 2014.
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Conclusion

Privacy is not restrained to
Upper-Layers of the protocol stack

Even Link Layer protocols can contain
personal information

Technological legacy

Protocol designed in late 1990’s
Unexpected applications: Wi-Fi in every pocket
Security (confidentiality) was considered, but not privacy
Difficult to change current standard (backward-compatibility issues)

Imagination of trackers not to be underestimated

Motivated by commercial applications
... or population surveillance & control
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Questions ?

Figure : Artist’s interpretation17.

17credit P. Treimany
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